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HELPFUL HOUSEHOLD TIPS - GOOD "stuff" TO KNOW: 
1. Budweiser beer conditions the hair  
2. Grass stains - Karo Syrup  
3. Cool whip will condition your hair in 15 minutes  
4. Mayonnaise will KILL LICE, it will also condition your hair  
5. Elmer's Glue - paint on your face, allow it to dry, peel off and see the dead skin and Blackheads if any  
6. Shiny Hair - use brewed Lipton Tea  
7. Sunburn - empty a large jar of Nestea into your bath water  
8. Bee stings - meat tenderizer  
9. Burn your tongue? Put sugar on it!  
10. Arthritis? WD-40 Spray and rub in, kill insect stings too.  
11. Stinky feet - Jello!  
12. Preparation H - Chigger bites and puffy eyes  
13. Paper cut - crazy glue or chapstick (glue is used instead of sutures at most hospitals)  
14. Heavy dandruff - pour on the vinegar!  
15. Athletes feet - cornstarch. When doll clothes are hard to put on, sprinkle with corn starch and watch them slide on  
16. Fungus on toenails or fingernails - Vicks vapor rub  
17. Kool aid to clean dishwasher pipes. Just put in the detergent section and run a cycle, it will also clean a toilet.  
18. Kool Aid can be used as a dye in paint or in Dannon plain yogurt as a finger paint, your kids will love it and it won't hurt 
if they eat it! Tie Dye T-shirt- mix a solution of Kool Aid in container, tie a rubber band around a section of T-shirt and soak  
19. Peanut butter - will get scratches out of CD's! Wipe off with a coffee filter paper.  Peanut butter will also remove ink 
from the face of dolls. Can also remove labels off glassware, etc. 
20. Pam will remove paint and grease from your hands! Keep a can in your garage for your hubby. Will also un-stick a 
bicycle chain. Pam cooking spray will dry finger nail polish  
21. To keep FRESH FLOWERS longer Add a little Clorox, or 2 Bayer aspirin, or just use 7-up instead of water.  
22. Dirty grout - Listerine  
23. Body paint - Crisco mixed with food coloring. Heat the Crisco in microwave, pour into an empty film container and mix 
with the food color of your choice!  
24. Preserve a newspaper clipping - large bottle of club soda and cup of milk of magnesia, soak for 20 min. and let dry.  
25. A Slinky will hold toast and CD's!  
26. To keep goggles and glasses from fogging, coat with Colgate toothpaste.  Can also use on stains on clothes. For 
crayon on the walls, wipe on Colgate toothpaste and brush it off.  Minor burn - rub on Colgate or Crest toothpaste  
27. Wine stains, pour on the Morton salt and watch it absorb into the salt.  
28. To remove wax - Take a paper towel and iron it over the wax stain, it will absorb into the towel.  
29. Baked on food - fill container with water, get a Bounce paper softener and the static from the Bounce towel will cause 
the baked on food to adhere to it. Soak overnight. Also; you can use 2 Efferdent tablets, soak overnight!  
30. To make the mirror shine: Clean with Sprite 
31. To get pure and clean ice: Boil water first before freezing. 
32. Grease Stains- Coca Cola, will remove grease stains on the driveway overnight & corrosion from car batteries!  
33. Fleas in your carpet? 20 Mule Team Borax- sprinkle and let stand for 24 hours.   
34. To avoid smell of cabbage while cooking: Keep a piece of bread on the cabbage in the vessel while cooking. 
35. Ants Problem: Ants hate cucumbers. Keep the skin of cucumbers near the place or ant hole. 
36. To boil potatoes quickly: Skin one potato from one side only before boiling. To skin sweet potatoes quickly: Soak in 
cold water immediately after boiling. 
37. To avoid tears while cutting onions: Chew gum. 
38. To remove chewing gum from clothes: Keep the cloth in the freezer for an hour. 
39. To whiten white clothes: Soak white clothes in hot water with a slice of lemon for 10 minutes 
40. To get maximum juice out of lemons: Soak lemons in hot water for one hour, and then juice them. 
41. To remove ink from clothes: Put toothpaste on the ink spots generously and let it dry completely, then wash. 
42. Bananas: You may think this is bananas... but you can polish shoes with the inside of a banana peel. 
43. Take Gatorade for Migraine headaches. Power Ade won’t work. 
44. The Sock without A Match: Slide it over your hand and use it for dusting! 
45. Post-It Note: Use the sticky part to run between the keys on your computer keyboard to remove lint. 
46. To get rid of mice or rats: Sprinkle black pepper in places where you find mice or rats. They will run away. 
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47. Salt: Alternatively used for cleaning up spilled egg on the counter. Instead of smearing the egg everywhere during 
cleanup, cover the mess with salt and then wipe. 
48. Peppers with 3 bumps on bottom are sweeter & better to eat. Peppers with 4 bumps are firmer & stronger flavored. 
49. Empty Coffee Can: We use these to store grease from cooking. 
50. Use your hair conditioner to shave your legs. It's cheaper than shaving cream and leaves your legs really smooth.  
51. Baby Wipe Containers: Once they’re empty, use them to hold crayons, pens, markers, and other craft supplies. 
52. Toothpicks: To avoid picking at your rolls of tape (duct tape, clear mailing tape, or any other rolls that do not have the 
metal claws to help cut it), attach a toothpick to the end of the roll to make it easier to peel off. 
53. Elmer's Glue: Squeeze a drop of glue over a splinter and let dry. Then peel glue off & splinter will stay on the glue. 
54. Add a teaspoon of water when frying ground beef. It will help pull the grease away from the meat while cooking.  
55. Dawn Dish Soap: if you add some Dawn soap to your dog's bath and shampoo him/her with it, goodbye to fleas! 
56. Clear Nail Polish: Paint the bottom of your shaving cream cans with clear nail polish to avoid rust stains on your 
countertops or cabinets. You can also use this to seal envelopes if you are against licking them. 
57. Clothespin: Avoid hammering your thumb by securing a nail to the wall with a clothespin. 
58. Rubbing Alcohol: Forget buying a magic eraser! Rubbing alcohol on a cotton ball can remove marker from countertops 
and walls! However, this won't work on wallpaper and you should test a hidden area before using over painted walls. 
59. Hairspray: If you have trouble threading the needle, try spraying the end of the thread with hairspray and then thread. 
60. Store your opened chunks of cheese in aluminum foil. It will stay fresh much longer and not mold! (But you can scrape 
off any mold and still eat the cheese without changes in flavor!  
61. De-fog your windshield: Buy a chalkboard eraser and keep it in the glove box. When windows fog, rub with the eraser! 
62. Reheat leftover pizza in a nonstick skillet on top of the stove, on med-low and heat till warm. This keeps crust crispy.  
63. For richer scrambled eggs/omelets, add a few spoons of sour cream, cream cheese, or heavy cream & beat them.  
64. Add garlic immediately to a recipe if you want a light taste of garlic; add at end of recipe if you want a stronger taste.  
65. Easy Deviled Eggs: Put cooked egg yolks in a zip lock bag, seal, mash, add remainder of ingredients, keep mashing, 
mixing thoroughly, cut the tip of the baggy, squeeze mixture into egg. Just throw the bag away!   
66. Expanding Frosting: When you buy a container of cake frosting from the store, whip it with your mixer for a few 
minutes. You can double it in size and frost more cake/cupcakes for same price. You’ll eat less sugar & calories/serving.  
67. Reheating refrigerated bread: To warm biscuits, pancakes, or muffins that were refrigerated, place them in a 
microwave with a cup of water. The increased moisture will keep the food moist and help it reheat faster.  
68. Newspaper weeds away: Plant your plants in the ground; work the nutrients in your soil. Then wet newspapers, put 
layers around the plants overlapping as you go, cover with mulch. Weeds will not get through wet newspapers.  
69. Need to cut some corn off the cob. Use your Bundt pan. Place the ear on the opening in the center of the pan, and as 
you slide the knife down the ear, all the kernels will collect. 
70. To keep squirrels from eating your plants, sprinkle with cayenne pepper. It doesn't hurt plant & squirrels won't bother.   
71. Flexible vacuum: To get something out of a heat register or under the fridge add an empty paper towel roll or empty 
gift wrap roll to your vacuum. It can be bent or flattened to get in narrow openings.  
72. Pin a small safety pin to the seam of your slip or slacks to eliminate static cling. It works; you will not have a clingy 
skirt or dress, or slacks when wearing panty hose; ... Ta DA! ... Static is gone. 
73. Before you pour sticky substances into a measuring cup, fill with hot water. Dump out the hot water, but don't dry cup. 
Next, add your ingredient, such as peanut butter, and watch how easily it comes right out.   
74. Re-opening envelopes: If you seal an envelope and then realize you forgot to include something inside, just place your 
sealed envelope in the freezer for an hour or two. Voila! It unseals easily. Only for old- fashioned "lick-type” envelopes!  
75. Goodbye Fruit Flies: To get rid of pesky fruit flies, take a small glass, fill it 1/2" with Apple Cider Vinegar and 2 drops of 
dish washing liquid; mix well. You will find those flies drawn to the cup and gone forever!  
76. Drop a small object on the carpet and can't find it. Place panty hose over the end of the vacuum hose and start 
vacuuming. The panty hose will keep it from getting sucked into the vacuum.  
77. Need to cut some corn off the cob. Use your Bundt pan. Place the ear on the opening in the center of the pan, and as 
you slide the knife down the ear, all the kernels will collect. 
78. Take your bananas apart when you get home from the store. They ripen faster if you leave them connected at stem. 
79. Get Rid of Ants: Put small piles of cornmeal where you see ants. They eat it, take it 'home,' can't digest it so it kills 
them. It may take a week or so, but it works and you don't have the worry about pets or small children being harmed!  
81. Bread is delivered fresh to the stores 5 days a week? Each day has a different color twist tie. They are: Monday = 
Blue, Tuesday = Green, Thursday = Red, Friday = White, Saturday = Yellow. So if today was Thursday, you would want 
red twist tie; not white which is Fridays (almost a week old)! The colors go alphabetically by color Blue- Green - Red - 
White - Yellow, Monday through Saturday.   


